
The14th International Architecture Exhibition titled 
Fundamentals, directed by Rem Koolhaas and organized by 
the Biennale di Venezia, chaired by Paolo Baratta, shall be 
hosted until November 23 at the Giardini della Biennale and the 
Arsenale.
In addition to guided tours and other traditional services, the 
Bienniale offers guided tours for families with children and 
teenagers. The spaces of the Giardini and the Arsenale are 
in fact particularly suitable for family tourism, full of greenery, 
with the possibility of free rental of buggy and baby carrier , 
family area (only Arsenale), baby nursery, free cloakroom and 
infopoints.
The Biennale is always pleased to welcome families among its 
visitors; for this it strives for both children and adults have the 
right tools to make the most of their visit. And as it is a time 
of sharing with their carers, it makes available to them expert 
guides in children communication trained by the Educational 
area of the Biennale.
A first proposal of activities are targeted Guided Tours for 
groups of Families: These are activities that focus on a few 
selected themes of the of the Exhibition as some fundamental 
elements of Architecture: door, balcony, staircase, wall … 
During the visits, these elements are introduced and presented 
starting from impressive examples of great effect, which 
illustrate their historical development. The visit focuses also 
on a selection of National Pavilions presenting the theme of 
modernization of Architecture in their respective countries. The 
activities are available in 7 languages / reservation is required.
Guided tours cost 90 euros for 1 venue, 2 venues 150 euros, 
entrance tickets not included.
A second proposal for activities are workshops on Sunday: 
practical art workshops for children and teenagers from 4 
years.
Specifically on Sunday afternoon, starting at 15.00, the 
Bienniale organizes activities for families, on request, designed 
for young visitors which include a visit followed by a practical 
laboratory.
From the themes of the Exhibition in the Giardini venue the 
visit will focus on the fundamental elements of Architecture: 
doors, balconies, elevators and escalators… recounted in their 
historical paths they will unveil little by little how they reached 
their current form! The children will meet the various elements 
of the past or of the future, and then build a little house in 
the time lab with the technique of little stamps using tempera 
colors and collage.
For the Arsenale the national Pavilions will become the place 
where clues and secrets are hidden to bring the boys to 
discover unexpected surprises of Architecture: the objective of 
the workshop will be to reflect on the elements that underpin 
the creation and transformation of the territory by the nature 
and man, investigating the ABC of geography: play and 
experiment to build new personal surreal map sof Italy and the 
world!
The workshops are available in Italian and English / reservation 
is required. Laboratory activities for 1 venue 5 euro per child 
(free ticket); accompanying parents (tickets for a fee based on 
the price list).
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